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INTRODUCTION

Navy firefighting training facilities are subject to repeated cycles of high temperature
shipboard fire simulations. These portland cement concrete structures must be protected from
deleterious thermal effects. This can be achieved by using either protective steel panels or an
outer layer of refractory concrete. During shakedown testing of a new training facility at the
Naval Submarine Base, New London, Connecticut, a large section of refractory concrete spalled.
Subsequent inspection and testing by a refractory consultant led to the conclusion that the
installed refractory system was adequate for the intended service. The spalling incident was a
result of the "unusually hostile environment created during the testing session.. .which was not
at all representative of standard operating environments during fire training sessions."' Due to
specification conflicts and drawings which did not indicate where to install the coating, refractory
linings were eliminated from the training facilities at the Naval Training Center (NTC), Mayport,
Florida. Instead, steel panels were attached to the inside surface of the walls which are exposed
to the highest thermal loading.

The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL), as part of the Naval Facilities
Engineering Command (NAVFAC) sponsored Engineering Investigation Program, was tasked
to evaluate the thermal performance of the structural concrete at Mayport. Tasks included a
visual assessment of current concrete condition, identification of those facilities experiencing
maximum thermal loadings, petrographic examination of selected concrete cores, and temperature
measurements during simulated maximum use cycles. The results from test data and analytical
predictions of concrete performance could then be used to determine if portland cement concrete,
adequately protected by steel panels, was a viable alternative to the more costly approach of
protecting structural concrete with an outer layer of refractory material.

This report documents the NCEL firefighting training facility investigation. It begins with
a summary of a preliminary site visit which the evaluation team made to NTC, Mayport. This
visit led to a consensus as to which facility was critical and how that facility should be tested.
A test plan evolved that included locations for temperature gauges and concrete core samples,
and the testing cycle required to simulate maximum facility use. This report then addresses
details of the final test preparations, which include instrumentation installation and core removal,
and the actual thermal cycling test. Results from the testing in the form of temperature/time
histories and petrographic evaluation of the core samples are presented along with analytical
predictions of concrete thermal behavior. This report concludes with a summary of the
investigation findings, conclusions, and recommendations.

1N.E. Heard. A Refractory Insulation Study, Firefighting Training Facilities, U.S. Naval

SUBASE/Groton, CT, InSpec/USA, Houston, TX, 15 Dec 1989.
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PRELIMINARY TEST PREPARATION

Site Visit

A team from NCEL and the Atlantic Division of NAVFAC visited NTC, Mayport, on
18 April 1991 to inspect the firefighting training facilities. The purpose of this visit was to
identify which training facility was experiencing the highest temperature (hence the most likely
to undergo degradation due to excessive heat exposure), and to gather data useful for planning
temperature gauge and concrete core sample extraction locations. After touring the various
training facilities (which were operated for the inspection team), consulting with training
personnel at NTC, and analyzing the results from a hand-held pyrometer, it was determined that
training facilities 19F3-B3 and 19F3-B4 were experiencing the hottest operating temperatures.
Not only do these two identical facilities sustain the largest fire, they also have the highest rate
of usage: up to 40 training cycles a day compared to 4 to 5 cycles for the other trainers.

It was agreed that NCEL should instrument and test training facility 19F3-B4 (Building
1803) and subject it to 40 burn cycles. Thermocouples would be concentrated on the back
(south) wall of 19F3-B4 due to the proximity of that wall to the fire source. A preliminary
inspection suggested that 11 concrete core samples should be extracted. NCEL agreed that all
core openings would be properly plugged so that future operation of the facility would be
unaffected.

Description of Training Facility

The large size and configuration of training facility 19F3-B4 presented several challenges
for the evaluation team (Figure 1). The propane fuel fire is generated in a central fireplace
compartment which measures 25 by 13 feet in plan and has a ceiling height of 30 feet (Figures
2 and 3). A roofed, elevated staging area provides a platform from which trainees advance
toward the fire with fire suppression gear. The burner and facility control room is on the other
side of the fireplace compartment.

The wall nearest to the fire source (south wall) is protected by a series of 325-pound, 1/4-
inch-thick, 3-foot-wide by 8-foot-high steel panels which must be removed to gain access to the
concrete underneath. The close fit of the steel panels ensures that the structural concrete wall
is protected from direct exposure to the fire. Similar steel panels also protect a portion of the
west wall which meets the south wall. All of the remaining interior walls and ceilings of
facilities 19F3-B3 and B4 are bare concrete.

Selection of Thermocouple Locations

It was decided to place most of the temperature gauges on the south wall of the fireplace
compartment along a vertical line closest to the fire source, thus ensuring that the maximum
temperature in the facility would be recorded. It should be noted from Figure 4 that each steel
plate is suspended from two hooks which are anchored into the concrete. This suggests the
potential for a direct heat path from the exposed steel plates to the concrete underneath. This
consideration and the desirability of having gauges located near the ceiling and at an elevation
of about 8 feet above the floor (maximum exposure to the fire) led to the following gauge
locations:
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THERMOCOUPLE LOCATION

TC-1 Outside ambient air temperature

TC-2 Concrete ceiling, 1 foot from south wall

TC-3 On the 3/8-inch galvanized steel bolt holding the upper
plate bent bar hook

TC-4 On the upper plate bent bar hook

TC-5 On the concrete at the same elevation of TC-4 adjacent to
the bent bar hook

TC-6 On the concrete at the same elevation of TC-4 at a distance

of 1 inch from the bent bar hook

TC-7 On the upper steel plate at the same elevation as Core 11

TC-8 On the lower steel plate at the same elevation as Core 8

TC-9 On the 3/8-inch galvanized steel bolt holding the lower
plate bent bar hook

TC-10 On the lower plate bent bar hook

TC-1 I On the concrete at the elevation of TC-10 adjacent to the
bent bar hook

TC-12 On the concrete at the elevation of TC-10 at a distance of
1 inch from the bent bar hook

TC-13 On the concrete at the same elevation of TC-10 at a

distance of 1 foot from the bent bar hook.

TC-14 Outside ambient air temperature

Gauges TC-1 and TC-14 measure the outside ambient air temperature. Readings from
these gauges will indicate if the remaining gauges are being affected by events other than true
temperature changes due to facility operation.

Gauge TC-2 is in direct contact with the exposed concrete ceiling, 1 foot away from
the south wall. This gauge will measure the radiated heat from the fire below as well as the
effect from accumulated hot exhaust gases.

Gauges TC-3 and TC-4 are mounted directly on one of the bent bar hooks that support
the uppermost steel plate. These gauges will indicate if significant heat transfer occurs between
the exposed steel plate and the plate mounting hardware. Gauges TC-5 and TC-6 are mounted
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on the concrete at the same elevation as TC4 to measure the concrete temperature. Heat transfer
effects, if any, from the hook to the concrete should be detected by these gauges.

Gauges TC-9 through TC- 13 are mounted behind the lower plate at an elevation 8 feet
above the floor. They are arranged in a pattern similar to those behind the upper plate.

Finally, gauges TC-7 and TC-8 are mounted directly on the upper and lower steel
plates.

Concrete Core Sample Locations

During the first site visit, no signs of spalling or other evidence of thermal distress was
noted in any of the exposed concrete. There were some surface cracks that appeared to be
unplanned construction cold joints rather than damage caused by high temperatures. Core
locations were identified that permitted the analysis of concrete from areas exposed to
temperatures and from areas subjected to little thermal loading. The latter served as reference
cores.

Figures 5 and 6 depict the 4-inch-diameter core locations. The reference cores (1
through 5) are located on the west wall of facility 19F3-B4 at an elevation that places them
below the floor of the fireplace compartment. These core locations are not subjected to high
temperatures resulting from facility operation.

Cores 6 and 7 are also located in the west wall in line with Core 1, but at an elevation
that places them within the fireplace compartment. Core 6 is located at an elevation 6 feet from
the floor of the compartment while Core 7 is about 3 feet from the ceiling.

Cores 8 through 11 are located along the center of the south wall in the general location
of the temperature gauges. Core 8 is located where the upper steel plate left side hook bolt is
anchored to the concrete. This core will be removed with the hook bolt still embedded in the
concrete. Core 9 is located adjacent to Core 8, Core 10 is located 12 feet above the floor, and
Core 11 will be drilled 3 feet from the ceiling of the fireplace compartment.

A final core, number 12, is located at the same elevation as Core 10, but it is displaced
1 foot to the side. This core opening provides a means for routing the instrumentation leads to
the resistance temperature detector which is located outside of the fireplace compartment on the
roof of the adjacent burner room.

Contracts for Petrographics Analysis and Test Support

Prior to the test, a contract was awarded to Construction Technology Laboratories
(CTL), Incorporated, in Skokie, Illinois to conduct concrete physical property tests and
petrographic examinations of the concrete core samples. Physical property tests are needed to
determine the type of concrete in the facility and to provide data for use in a finite element
model for predicting concrete thermal behavior. Results from the petrographic examinations will
indicate if the concrete has experienced any degradation due to thermal effects.

An additional contract was awarded to a local contractor to provide test support
services. These services included:

1. Removing the four steel panels along the centerline of the south wall of the fireplace
compartment.

2. Extracting the concrete cores and patching the holes with cement mortar.
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3. Packaging the eleven cores and shipping them to CTL, Incorporated, for analysis.

4. Replacing the steel panels.

FINAL TEST PREPARATION AND TEST EXECUTION

Core Extraction

The NCEL test team arrived at NTC, Mayport on Monday, 9 September 1991. All final
test preparations, test execution, and cleanup had to be completed by the end of the week so that
the facility would be available for training the following week. The test support contractor had
arrived the previous Friday and had already removed the four steel panels that protect the south
wall. This was accomplished by bolting a chain fall to the ceiling near the wall and using it to
lift each plate, starting with the top plate, free of the bent bar support hooks. This work was
facilitated using a scaffold that had been assembled within the compartment.

NCEL engineers inspected the exposed concrete and detected no obvious degradation due
to the thermal loading. Some discoloration was evident and was assumed to be carbon resulting
from combustion products.

The contractor was allowed to proceed with core removal (Figure 7). No unusual
problems were encountered and, as was expected, some of the cores contained pieces of steel
reinforcement. Each core was tagged with its identification number and placed in a protective
plastic bag. The 11 bagged cores were then placed in a wooden crate for shipping to CTL
(Figure 8). The core openings were plugged with a super plasticized, nonshrinking expansive
grout. This material was easily mixed in small batches and was hand tamped into the wall
openings (Figure 9).

Instrumentation Installation

Two types of thermocouples were used to measure temperatures in training facility 19F3-
B4. Those used for concrete surface measurements were model RCF manufactured by the
NANMAC Corporation. This ribbon contact thermocouple features a flat exposed sensing tip
which can be easily mounted onto any flat surface with an appropriate cement. Desirable
features of this device include a low millisecond response time, a low thermal mass for minimal
disturbance of the local temperature, and the capability of operating in the temperature range
expected during the test. Surface bonding was achieved using a thin coating of a magnesia-based
adhesive manufactured by Cotronics Corporation. This adhesive was selected for its high
temperature limit (3,000°F), room temperature curing, high thermal conductivity, and low
electrical conductivity. Washer thermocouples were used for measuring metal surface
temperatures. These were attached by fastening them to the steel surfaces with number 4-40
screws. Fused Kapton insulated lead wire, rated for use at temperatures up to 6000F, was
attached to each thermocouple.

Thermocouple lead wires were routed to core opening 12 and passed through the wall to
the input terminal of the uniform temperature reference (UTR) system positioned on the roof of
the burner room. Output Wires from the UTR were bundled together and passed down to a
terminal board and data acquisition computer stationed at ground level outside the burner room
access door. A data acquisition system block diagram is presented in Figure 10.
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The test support contractor tamped grout into core opening 12, and was careful not to
damage any of the thermocouple lead wires. Then the steel panels were rehung on their support
hooks, the chain hoist was removed, and the scaffolding was disassembled. Firefighting training
facility 19F3-B4 was ready for testing.

Temperature Cycling Test

The temperature cycle test was conducted on the morning of 12 September 1991. The
operators were instructed to cycle the facility 40 times to simulate a typical training exercise.
Each 5-minute cycle consisted of a burn phase of 3 minutes followed by a 2-minute cooling-off
period. During each burn, an operator occasionally directed water from a fire hoe into the fire-
pit. This action prevented automatic burner cutoff controls from activating due to heat buildup.

Selected instrumentation output was monitored graphically on the data computer as the
test progressed. At about the 2 0 th burn cycle it was apparent that the temperature readings had
stabilized and were rising only slightly with each additional run. When one of the propane-fired
burners ceased to function after the 2 8 th test run, it was decided to end the test. After the test,
NTC personnel expressed the opinion that the training facility had been operated at temperature
levels which exceeded those experienced during a maximum use training exercise.

RESULTS OF TESTS AND ANALYSIS

"Temperature-Time Histories

Twenty-eight test runs in training facility 19F3-B4 were completed. All were recorded
successfully with the exception of run 3 which was missed due to a computing error. Selected
plots of temperature in degrees fahrenheit versus time in seconds are presented in Figures 11
through 14 .7 The transient spikes that appear on the plots are due to radar or other interference
and should be ignored when interpreting the data.

At the beginning of the test all of the thermocouples registered temperatures of around
1000F, or slightly higher (Figure 11). Since the ambient air temperature outside the building
was about 800F, the elevated temperatures inside the fireplace compartment were due to the
burner pilot fires which had been lit an hour before the start of the test.

Once the pit fire was fully ignited (Figure 11), the thermocouples indicated rising
temperatures until the end of the 3-minute burn. On this graph and those that follow, the
thermocouple traces tend to cluster in two groups. The group that appears lower on the graphs
(traces 2, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13) are readings from the ceiling gauge and those gauges mounted
on the concrete and plate support hardware behind the lower steel plate. The upper group
consists of the gauges mounted behind the upper steel plate (traces 3 through 6) and trace 7,
which is the output from the thermocouple mounted directly on the upper steel plate. The
highest recorded temperatures are from gauge number 8, which is the thermocouple mounted on
the lower steel plate.

As the testing proceeded, temperatures continued to rise and the gauge outputs became
flatter throughout each 3-minute burn cycle. By the time the 2 1st cycle was reached, however,

2A complete set of temperature plots can be found in Appendix A.
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temperature readings from all of the gauges had stabilized at their final, nearly steady state
values.

Significant results from this test include the following:

1. Of those gauges mounted directly on the concrete wall, the ones at the upper plate
level experienced the highest temperature. The highest temperature recorded was 360OF for
gauge 6.

2. The maximum temperature on the ceiling (gauge 2) was 3200F.

3. The concrete at the lower gauging station was subjected to a maximum temperature
of 300°F.

4. The maximum recorded temperature from any gauge was 530°F and this was from
the thermocouple mounted on the lower steel plate at an elevation 8 feet above the floor. At this
level the plate was fully exposed to radiant heating effects from the nearby pit fire.

5. The enhanced flue effect created by welding longitudinal steel channels to the
underside of the protecwive steel paneis, thus extending them an additional 1- 1/2 inches from the
concrete wall, may account for the lower temperatures recorded on the concrete wall beh~nd the
lower steel panel.

Concrete Core Tests

Introduction. Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) was tasked to perform
petrographic examinations on the six cores which had been subjected to thermal loading during
routine training exercises as well as : determine the following physical properties from the
reference cores (1 through 5) which had been subjected to minimal thermal loading:

a. Modulus of elasticity

b. Coc-lficient of thermal expansion

c. Specific heat

d. Thermal Diffusivity

e. Thermal conductivity

Approach. The petrographic examination was conducted in accordance with ASTM
CG56-83, "Standard Practice for Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete." Two of the
six cores which under went petrographic examination were from the west wall of the firefighting
facility and had been exposed to moderate heat; the remaining cores were from the south wall
and had been exposed to considerably higher temperatures.

Cores number 4 and 5 were used to determine the modulus of elasticity in accordance
with the applicable portions of ASTM C469-87, "Standard Test Method for Static Modulus of
Elasticity and Poisson's Ratio of Concrete in Compression." Since compressive strength is
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required to perform this test, this property was first determined in accordance with ASTM C42-
87, "Standard Test Method for Obtaihing and Testing Drilled Cores and Sawed Beams of
Concrete." All test results for modulus of elasticity include the effects of steel reinforcement
contained within the cores.

Core number 2 was instrumented with gauge points to measure changes in longitudinal
length caused by temperature variations. Length readings taken when the core was cooled, at
room temperature, and when heated to 140OF were used in conjunction with a formula to
compute the coefficient of linear expansion.

The specific heat from Core number I was determined by the methodology described in
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers CRD-C124-73, "Method of T-st for Specific Heat of Aggregates,
Concrete, and other Materials (Method of Mixtures)." The specific heat was determined for
material in saturated state, an oven dry state, and as received from Mayport where the material
was assumed to have a moisture content of 6 to 8 percent of its oven dry weight.

Thermal diffusivity of Core Number 3 was determined in accordance with U.S. Army
Corp uii Engineers CRD-C36-T3, "Method of Test for Thermal Diffusivity of Concrete," while
thermal conductivity was determined by the methodology described in U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers CRD-C44-63, "Method for Calculation of Thermal Conductivity of Concrete." The
method for determining thermal conductivity uses the measured properties of thermal diffusivity,
specific heat, and unit, weight with all properties stated for the same moisture content.

Results. The results of the petrographic examination showed the following:

a. The concrete cores consist of siliceous lightweight coarse aggregate (expanded shale)
and quartz sand in a portland cement paste. The paste is moderately hard and the paste aggregate
bond is tight.

b. Cores 7, 9, 10, and 11 yielded evidence of cold joints with a contact plane
approximately parallel to the long axes of the cores. The concrete on either side of the contact
plane was generally well bonded.

c. The inside wall end of the cores are blackened. Carbonation and attendant softening
of the paste occur to an average depth of 0. 15 inch in Cores 6 and 7, and to a depth of 0.3 to
0.4 inch in Cores 6 through 11.

d. No evidence of distress was observed in the concrete around the anchor bracket
located in the inside wall end of Core 8. The portion of the anchor embedded in the concrete
is slightly corroded, and the anchor is not well bonded to the concrete.

The results of the physical property tests showed the following:

a. Modulus of elasticity: 2,600,000 psi.

b. Compressive strength of two core samples: 6.540 and 6,180 psi.

c. Coefficient of thermal expansion over a temperature range from 50OF to 140°F:
6.4x10-6 in./in. per OF.
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d. Specific Heat: 0.29 Btu/lb°F for concrete with a moisture content of 16 percent of
oven dry weight.

e. Thermal diffusivity: 0.029 ft2/hr for concrete with a moisture content of 10 percent
of oven dry weight at the end of the test.

f. Thermal conductivity: 11.0 Btu-in./hr-ft2 OF for concrete with a moisture content of
10 percent of oven dry weight.

The report prepared by CTL, Incorporated, is included as Appendix B to this report.

Finite Element Analysis

Introduction. A two-dimensional finite element model was used to predict the thermal
performance of the concrete in the walls of the Mayport training facility. Four noded,
axisymmetric linear elastic elements were used, the edges were assumed to be free, and the
effects of steel reinforcement were not included. Two cas-s were considered: a uniform 10-
inch-thick wall and a wall with an embedded 3-inch-long, 3/4-inch-diameter anchor bolt located
at the center of the wall element anchor.

Approach. Concrete properties needed for the analysis were taken from the results of
the CTL investigation. These included:

a. Modulus of elasticity: E = 2,600,000 psi

b. Thermal expansion coefficient: a = 6 .4 ppm/OF

c. Conductivity: K = 11.0 Btu-in./(hr-ft2 "F)

d. Specific heat: sh = 0.23 Btu/(lb OF)

e. Compressive strength: PC = 6,360 psi

f. Unit weight: -f = 130 pcf

Assuming that CTL measured the specific heat at 68OF and that this property varies
linearly between OOF and 400OF, the following input was used in the finite element model:

sh = 0.0166 Btu/(in. 3 OF) at 0°F

sh = 0.0207 Btu/(in. 3 • "F) at 400°F

Finally, the concrete tensile strength was assumed to be ft = 420 psi3.

3 L.J. Malvar and M.E. Hironaka. "Determination of a heat resistant concrete for airfield
pavements," Computers and Structures, vol 40, no. 2, Jul 1991, pp 303-311.
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Using the field temperature measurements as a guide, it was assumed that the wall
temperature increased linearly from ambient temperature to 250°F in 5 minutes, then increased
to the maximum measured temperature of 360°F at 25 minutes.

Resi!3ts. Figure 15 shows the third principle stress, o,3. High compressive stresses (about
3,000 psi) parallel and close to the wall interior face (depth = 0) are observed. Similar
compressive stresses, although lower, are observed on the exterior face (depth = 10 inches).
These compressive stresses are less than 50 percent of f'C and will not affect the integrity of the
wall.

Figure 16 shows the first principal stress, a1. It is observed that high tensile stresses (in
the wall plane) occur in the central part of the wall. These stresses could induce internal
cracking perpendicular to the wall plane which would be present everywhere in the wall. This
cracking would not propagate to the wall faces during the heating phase because of the
compression existing there (as shown in Figure 15). The presence of steel in this zone could
relieve these tensions and prevent these cracks altogether.

Tensile stresses on the order of 270 psi are found on the interior wall face (Figure 16).
At this location, these tensile stresses are perpendicular to the wall face, indicating a potential
for face delamination which would occur within the first half inch if the concrete tensile strength
was inadequate. The available tensile strength is about 420 psi, hence no sudden delamination
should occur. However, cyclic thermal loading of the wall will propagate microcracks oriented
in the wall plane. This was observed experimentally in Cores 10 and 11 at depths of up to 0.2
inch.

Figure 17 shows a3 around the bolt. Due to the very different conductivity properties,
the bolt heats faster and tries to expand laterally and longitudinally. The lateral expansion
explains the high compressive stresses at the bolt base (3 inches from the wall face). Due to the
triaxial confinement, the available concrete compressive strength appears adequate to sustain the
compressive stresses, even the large peak. Just after the end of the bolt, the concrete is in
tension, as shown in Figure 18.

Assuming perfect bond between bolt and concrete, the bolt's longitudinal expansion tries
to pull out the concrete on the wall's interior face. This is indicated by the high tensile stresses
(above 1,000 psi) on the wall's interior face (depth = 0). In practice, a small conical ring may
pull out around the bolt, but most likely the bond will be lost within the first half inch and the
concrete will not crack.

Steel reinforcement was not modeled in the analysis. Centrally located orthogonal steel
meshes would prevent internal cracking. However, if two steel meshes are provided, one close
to each face of the wall, an increase in compressive stress may occur in the concrete close to the
faces. This will enhance the potential for delamination and will be exacerbated if the cover is
small. A small cover (less than 2 inches) would also subject the steel to higher temperatures and
would enhance the spalling potential due to the different coefficients of expansion and thermal
strain incompatibility.

Additional runs were carried out using a reference temperature of -20°F. The results
showed that delamination would occur at the inner wall face. However, delamination would
probably not occur if the facility was allowed to be preheated by gradual warmup due to burner
pilot fires.

Additional runs were conducted using normal weight concrete. It was shown that for a
same value of a, stresses in the concrete could be up to twice as high. This is due to the higher

10



modulus of elasticity found in normal weight concrete. Thus, normal weight concrete is a poor
choice for this type of application.

FINDINGS

1. The maximum temperature recorded on the inner surface of the concrete wall of
facility 19F3-B4 was 3600F. This occurred at an elevation of 1 foot below the ceiling.

2. The maximum temperature recorded on the steel plate that protects the underlying
concrete wall was 5300F. This was at an elevation of 8 feet above the floor of facility 19F3-B4.

3. The steel plating extends an additional 1-1/2 inches from the concrete wall than is
indicated on the facility as-built drawings. This was apparently done to create a more efficient
flue for dissipating hot exhaust gases.

4. The concrete in the facility has an average compressive strength of 6,360 psi and an
average unit weight on 130 pcf. The concrete mix consists of a siliceous lightweight coarse
aggregate (expanded shale) and quartz sand in a portland cement paste.

5. Visual observations of the exposed concrete made prior to testing indicated no
degradation due to thermal loading. More detailed petrographic analysis of some of the core
samples did reveal some minor carbonation and softening of the paste and microcracking of the
concrete wall inner surface.

6. The core that contained an exposed steel plate anchor bolt showed no paste softening
or carbonation next to the embedded bolt.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The concrete in facility 19F3-B4 has not deteriorated due to heat and should perform
fine for many years of service under the current loading.

2. Analytical results from a finite element model suggest that the failure mechanism
having the most potential of occurring is delamination of the concrete interior wall face.
However, based on the low rate of microcrack growth parallel to the wall face found in a few
core samples, this process, if present, is unlikely to lead to a significant delamination problem.

3. Refractory concrete linings are not required provided that firefighting facilities are
constructed of heat resistant, high strength lightweight concrete and the walls and ceiling near
the fire source are protected by a continuous steel plate barrier.

11



RECOMMENDATIONS

1. All new construction should have a minimum steel reinforcement concrete cover of
2 inches. The outer 1 inch of cover will offer a margin of safety against potential surface
softening and cracking and should not be used in determining section properties for structural
analysis. Also, the walls and ceiling near the fire source should be protected by a continuous
steel plate barrier.

2. A new specification should be implemented for all heat-exposed concrete to be used
in new firefighting facility construction. This could be accomplished by amending NFGS-
03300D: Cast-in-Place Concrete, or by creating a new guide specification. Recommended
concrete properties can be found in Appendix C.

3. Preheating the facility by burner pilot fires at least 30 minutes prior to use should be
encouraged to further lessen the potential of concrete delamination.
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Figure 1
Exterior view of training facility 19F3-B4 at FTC Mayport. The staging area
is reached by steel stairways. The fireplace compartment is the large block-

like structure to the left of the staging area.
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Figure 2
Plan view of training facility 19F3-B4 from MIL-HDBK-1027/1. Mayport

facility lacks the refractory layer and, except for the wall nearest to the pit

fire, most of the wall steel plate liner system.
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Mayport facility lacks the refractory layer and ceiling steel plate liner system.
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Figure 4
Thermocouple locations. The steel plates are supported by bent bar hooks

which are anchored to the structural concrete wall.
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Plan view of facility 19F3-B4 indicating concrete core locations.
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Figure 7

Reference core samples removed from the west wall of facility 19F3-B4.
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Figure 8

Core samples tagged and readied for shipping.
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Figure 9
Plugging core openings with a nonshrinking expansive grout.
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Figure 10
Data acquisition system block diagram.
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Firefighting trainer temperature cycling test - Run 28.
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Figure 15
Temperature-induced third principal stress, ar3 - uniform wall.
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Figure 16
Temperature-induced first principal stress, a, - uniform wall.
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Figure 17
Temperature-induced third principal stress, a 3 - wall with embedded bolt.
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Figure 18
Temperature-induced first principal stress ,- wall with embedded bolt.
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Appendix A

TEMPERATURE-TIME HISTORY PLOTS FROM
TRAINER TEMPERATURE CYCLING TEST
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PHYSICAL PROPERTY TESTS AND PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATIONS OF
CONCRETE CORES FROM THE MAYPORT FIRE FIGHTING FACILITY

by

Martha G. Van Geem, P.E.*

INTRODUCTION

This test program was initiated at the request of the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory

(NCEL), Port Hueneme, California. Work was authorized by Carol A. Vernon, Supply Officer,

under Contract/ Purchase Order No. N6258391P7096 dated September 7, 1991. The technical

contact is Mr. Doug Burke.

Construction Technology Laboratories, Inc. (CTL) received eleven concrete cores with

nominal dimensions of 4 by 10 in. According to Mr. Burke of NCEL, five cores were from

concrete not exposed to elevated temperatures, two cores were from concrete exposed to

moderately elevated temperatures, and four cores were from concrete exposed to highly elevated

temperatures. Petrographic examinations were performed on the six cores exposed to moderately

and highly elevated temperatures. Physical and thermal property tests were performed on the five

cores not exposed to elevated temperatures. Modulus of elasticity, compressive strength,

coefficient of thermal expansion, thermal diffusivity, specific heat, and thermal conductivity were

determined. According to the NCEL Statement of Work, the cores are from the Mayport Fire

Fighting Facility in Mayport, Florida.

BACKGROUND

The following background information is included in the NCEL Statement of Work:

NCEL has been asked to prepare a report which addresses the strucmural condition
of building 1803 at the Fleet Training Center, Naval Station, Mayport, Florida.
The building has been designed and is used to train fire fighters. Propane fires are
routinely lit to simulate real fires. The Navy wishes to evaluate the condition of the

* Martha G. Van Geem, Senior Engineer, Construction Technology Laboratories, Inc., 5420 Old

Orchard Road, Skokie, IL 60077 (708) 965-7500
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concrete walls, to determine if the heat from the fires has in any way caused
deterioration of the concrete. The facility has been used for about a year or two. It
is expected that if any damage has occurred it will be very slight. However, even
the slightest amount of deterioration is of interest to the Navy as it is desired to
predict the life expectancy of the concrete under continued and long term usage.

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

The objective and scope of the work is defined in the NCEL Statement of Work as follows:

1. Eleven concrete cores were shipped to CTL for testing and evaluation by CTL as

described in Item Nos. 2 through 7.

2. Six petrographic examinations were performed in accordance with ASTM C856.

3. Modulus of elasticity was determined in accordance with ASTM C469.

4. Tests were performed to determine coefficient of thermal expansion.

5. Specific heat was determined according to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers test

method CRD-C 124-73.

6. Thermal diffusivity was determined according to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

test method CRD-C36-73.

7. Thermal conductivity was determined according to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

test method CRD-C44-63.

TEST SPECIMENS

Eleven concrete cores with nominal dimensions of 4 by 10 in. were received at CTL on

September 18, 1991. Cores were shipped by Wilkes Mechanical Contractors, 6824 Phillips
Parkway Dr. S, Jacksonville, Florida, 32256. Specimens were delivered by Ovemite

Transportation Company.

All cores had reinforcing bars in one or two planes transverse to the longitudinal axis of the

core. Generally, two perpendicular bars were observed in each plane. Cut bar diameters were
approximately 5/8-in. Unless otherwise noted, the steel was left in place in all cores, and test

results include the effects of the steel.
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Measured core diameters were 3.7 to 3.8 in.

PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION

Petrographic examination was performed on six concrete cores in accordance with ASTM
C856-83, "Standard Practice for Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete." Two cores

were reportedly from an area exposed to moderate heat and four cores were reportedly from an area

exposed to high temperature. The concrete cores consist of siliceous lightweight coarse aggregate

(expanded shale) and quartz sand in a portland cement paste.

A detailed Petrographic Services Report is attached to the end of this report.

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

Core Nos. 4 and 5 were used to determine modulus of elasticity in accordance with

applicable portions of ASTM C469-87, "Standard Test Method for Static Modulus of Elasticity and
Poisson's Ratio of Concrete in Compression." The measured modulus of elasticity of Core No. 5

was 2,600,000 psi.

Compressive strength is determined as part of ASTM C469. The compressive strengths of
Core Nos. 4 and 5 were 6540 and 6180 psi, respectively. Compressive strengths were measured

in accordance with ASTM C42-87, "Standard Test Method for Obtaining and Testing Drilled Cores

and Sawed Beams of Concrete." The core lengths were trimmed before compressive strength and
modulus of elasticity tests. Trimmed lengths for Core Nos. 4 and 5 were 7.5 in. Measured core

diameters were 3.7 in. Unit weights for Core Nos. 4 and 5 were 136 and 124 pcf, respectively.

Test results and unit weights include the effects of steel in the cores.

COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION

Core No. 2 was instrumented to measure longitudinal length changes to determine

coefficient of thermal expansion. Gauge points were approximately 8 in. apart. Three gauge lines

were placed approximately 1200 apart on the outer surface of the core. Initial readings were taken

at room temperature. Specimens were cooled to 50°F for 3 days, allowed to reach ambient

temperature for 3 days, heated to 140°F for 5 days, and then allowed to reach room temperature for

6 days. Length changes were measured with a length comparator at the end of each time period.
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The coefficient of thermal expansion is determined from the average length changes of the three

gauge lines at 50 and 140TF using the following equation:

C = (Rh-Rc)/G"AT (1)

where:

C = Coefficient of linear thermal expansion, in./in.per 'F

Rh = Length reading at higher temperature

Rc = Length reading at lower temperature

G = Length between gauge points

AT = Difference in temperature of specimen between the two length readings, 'F

The average measured coefficient of thermal expansion was 6.4 millionths in./in. per 'F.

This value was over a temperature range of 50 to 140'F and assumes the coefficient of thermal

expansion is linear in this range. The specimen had a unit weight of 126 pcf before testing and 120

pcf after testing. The loss in unit weight is attributed to drying at 140'F. Test results and unit

weights include the effects of steel in the core.

SPECIFIC HEAT

Specific heat of material from Core No. 1 was determined in general accordance with U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers CRD-C124-73, "Method of Test for Specific Heat of Aggregates,

Concrete, and Other Materials (Method of Mixtures)." The actual test procedure used is included
in this report as Appendix A.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers test method uses pieces of concrete submerged in

water to determine specific heat. Generally moist-cured specimens are crushed and the material of

the required size is soaked in water at least 24 hours before test. For this test, cores received were

dry. Core No. 1 was crushed to obtain material of the required size and the material was soaked in

room temperature water for approximately 7 weeks before testing. For purposes of determining

results, it is assumed that the material from Core No. I was saturated at the time of test. All steel

pieces were removed from the sample before testing.

The specific heat of material from Core No. I in a saturated state is 0.29 Btu/lb.oF. The

moisture content of the material in a saturated-surface-dry (SSD) state was determined by weighing
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and ovendrying the material. Assuming the material was saturated at the time of test, the SSD
moisture content is 16% of the ovendry weight.

To calculate specific heat of material in a dry state, weights of material in the particular dry
state and the saturated-surface-dry state are used. The following equation is used to calculate
specific heat of concrete for different moisture conditions:

cSSD + "(y-1)
C =(2)

1 + (y-l)

where:

c = specific heat of sample at any moisture content

cSSD = specific heat of saturated-surface-dry sample

y = moisture content expressed as a fraction of the SSD moisture content

y = SSD moisture content

Y = (WSSD - WOD)/WSSD (3)

where:

WSSD = SSD weight of sample

WOD = ovendry weight of sample

Equation 2 was used to calculate the specific heat of the material from Core No. 1 in the
ovendry and as-received moisture contents. The specific heat of the ovendry material was 0.18
Btu/Ib*0 F. The as-received material was estimated to have a moisture content of 6 to 8% of its
ovendry weight and a calculated specific heat of 0.23 Btu/Ib. 0 F.

THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY

Thermal diffusivity of Core No. 3 was determined in accordance with U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers CRD-C36-73, "Method of Test for Thermal Diffusivity of Concrete." The core was
received dry and a thermocouple wire was inserted in an axially drilled hole according to the test
method. The specimen had an average diameter of 3.746 in. and an average length of 10.398 in.

Measured thermal diffusivity was 0.029 ft2/hr. This test is performed with the specimen

submerged in water. The moisture content of the specimen at the end of the test was 10% of the
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ovendry weight. This was determined by ovendrying the specimen after testing. Since the

specimen was received dry, it was probably not fully saturated at the end of the test. Test data are

presented in Figure 1. Test results and unit weights include the effects of steel in the cores.

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

Thermal conductivity was determined in accordance with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

CRD-C44-63, "Method for Calculation of Thermal Conductivity of Concrete." This test method

uses measured thermal diffusivity from CRD-C36-73, measured specific heat from CRD-C 124-73,

and measured unit weight to calculate thermal conductivity. The values for thermal conductivity,

thermal diffusivity, specific heat, and unit weight vary depending on the moisture content of the

material. Therefore, when using the equation in CRD-C44-63 all properties should be stated for

the same moisture content.

Thermal conductivity for this report is calculated at a moisture content of 10% by ovendry

weight because this is the moisture content of the thermal diffusivity specimen at the end of the

test. Specific heat of the concrete at a moisture content of 10% calculated using Equation 2 is 0.25

Btu/lb*0 F. The unit weight of the thermal diffusivity specimen was 126 pcf after testing. The

calculated thermal conductivity is 0.92 Btu/hr-ft.°F or 11.0 Btu-in./hr.ft2.°F for the concrete

evaluated in this program at a moisture content of 10%. The estimated as-received moisture

content of the cores is 6 to 8 % of the ovendry weight.

SUMMARY

This report provides results of physical property tests and petrographic examinations on

concrete cores. A detailed Petrographic Services Report is attached to the end of this report. The

following findings are based on results of property tests on concrete cores:

I. The modulus of elasticity measured according to ASTM C469-87 was 2,600,000

psi.

2. The compressive strengths of two cores measured according to ASTM C42-87

were 6540 and 6180 psi.

3. The measured coefficient of thermal expansion was 6.4 millionths in./in. per 'F

over a temperature range from 50 to 140 0F.
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4. The specific heat measured according to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers CRD-

C 124-73 was 0.29 Btu/lb.°F for concrete with a moisture content of 16% of

ovendry weight.

5. The thermal diffusivity measured according to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

CRD-C36-73 was 0.029 ft2/hr for concrete with a moisture content of 10% of

ovendry weight at the end of the test.

6. Thermal conductivity of concrete calculated according to U.S. Army Corps of

Enineers CRD-C44-63 was 11.0 Btuoin./hroft2.0 F for concrete with a moisture

content of 10% of ovendry weight.
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APPENDIX A - SPECIFIC HEAT TEST PROCEDURE
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CRD-C 124-73 (Modified) TP-4310-0002-0
2.6 Constant-Temperature Bath,

Cold - A refrigerated bath, with refrig-
Method of Test for eration thermostatically controlled at
SPECIFIC HEAT OF AGGREGATES, 35 + 1F (1.67 + 0.560 C).
CONCRETE, AND OTHER MATERIALS - -

(Method of Mixtures) 2.7 Basket - A wire-mesh basket,
of material of known specific heat, ap-
proximately 4 in. (100 mm) in diameter
by 4 in. (100 mm) high.

1. Scope
2.8 Balance - A balance capable

1.1 This method of test covers a of weighing 5 lb (2.27 kg) with an
procedure for determining the mean accuracy of +0.005 lb (2.3 g).
specific heat (c, heat capacity) of
aggregates, concrete, and other mate- 2.9 Standard Specimen - A specimen
rials by the method of mixtures using of material of known specific heat.
particles smaller than 1 in. (25 mm) in
size. Note 2: Sapphire (A120 3 ) cullets having

a specific heat of 0.182 Btu-lb/deg F
Note 1: This is a modification of CRD-C (cal-gm/deg C) can be used.
124-73 which allows more rapid testing
and eliminates some procedures found to 2.10 Timer - A timer reading in
be cumbersome and lacking in reproduci- minutes and seconds.
bility.

3. Specimen
2. Apparatus

3.1 For determinations of mean
2.1 The apparatus used in this specific heat of aggregates, concrete,

test shall consist of: and other materials according to the
method outlined herein the specimen to

2.2 Calorimeter - A calorimeter be used shall consist of approximately
with external insulation, large enough 2 lb (I kg) of the material to be
to accommodate samples of approximately tested. The specimen shall contain no
2 lb (1 kg) in weight placed in a wire particles larger than 1 in. (25 mm) in
basket, and provided with an insulated size. When the material to be tested
cover, includes larger particles they shall be

crushed before testing.
2.3 Thermocouple - A thermocouple

conforming to NBS IPTS-68 Type T (copper 4. Procedure
versus copper-nickle alloy), and having
polyvinyl insulated lead wires. Note 3: This determination need be

done only when changing calorimeters cr
2.4 Thermocouple Readout Device - making modifications to an existing

A digital readout device (Kaye Model calorimeter such that its water equi-
6000 or equivalent) capable of trans- valent would be changed significantly.
forming thermocouple (Type T) voltage
into deg F over the range of 32-120°F 4.1 Determination of the Water-
resolvable to +0.1 0 F. Equivalent of the Calorimeter - Apr7xi-

mately 2 lb (1 kg) of water, weign 7
2.5 Constant-Temperature Bath, the nearest 0.005 lb (2 g), shall bt

Hot - An electrically heated constant placed in the calorimeter. The ca'-:.-
temperature bath with thermostat set at meter shall be placed in the cons' a-
115 + 1°F (46.1 + 0.560 C). temperature room until temperat*'....

librium is attained. A weighed :7!
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specimen of known specific heat shall
be placed in the wire basket, the basket 5.2 Water Equivalent -
shall then be suspended by a fine wire
in either the hot or the cold constant- (c sM sT + c M T + cbmbT)
temperature bath until equilibrium is M = -M
reached (about 15 min). The specimen e clT1
shall have been weighed previously in a where:
saturated-surface dry condition. The
water carry-over shall be treated as M = water equivalent of calorimeter,
described in Paragraph 5 below. The e lb (gm)
temperature of the constant-temperature
bath and of the water in the calorimeter c = mean specific heat of standard,
shall be recorded to 0.1°F (0.050 C), s B/lb-deg F (cal/gm-deg C)
and the standard sample shall be placed
inside the calorimeter. The water in M = weight of water placed in calo-
the calorimeter shall be stirred by rimeter, lb (gm)
rotating the calorimeter on the desk
top with a gentle circular rocking cI = mean specific heat of water,
motion. Temperatures shall be recorded B/lb-deg F (cal/gm-deg C)
continuously during the temperature
change, until the temperature is stable Note 4: The specific heat of water may
within 0.10F (0.050C) for approxi- be assumed to be 1.000 Btu/lb-deg F
mately 2 minutes. This stable reading (cal/gm-deg C) without significant
shall then be used in the calculations error.
described in Paragraph 5 below.

T1 = temperature change of water,
4.2 Determination of Mean Specific deg F (deg C)

Heat of Aggregates, Concrete, and Other
Materials - The mean specific heat of M = weight of samples, lb (gm)
an aggegate shall be determined by plac-
ing a weighed sample, approximately 2 lb M = weight of water carry-over, lb0
(1 kg), in either the hot or cold water (gin) - See test report form.
bath, and proceeding as in subparagraph
4.1. The sample shall nave been weighed T = temperature change of sample,
previously-a saturated-surface'.6ondi- deg F (deg C)
tion, and the water carry-over shall be
treated in accordance with the calcula- cb = specific heat of basket,
tions described in Paragraph 5 below. B/lb-deg F (cal/gm-deg C)
Six determinations shall be made. Hot
and cold specimens shall be tested M = weight of basket, lb (gm)
alternately, and the water in the calo-
rimeter at the start of each test shall 5.3 Mean Specific Heat -
be replaced with fresh room temperature
water. (M1 + Me)c1Tl - (MocI + MbCb)T

C MT

5. Calculations s MsT

5.1 The water equivalent of the where:

calorimeter and the mean specific heat c = mean specific heat of speci'o-,
of the sample of aggregate shall be B/lb-deg F (cal/gm-deg C), anc4
calculated from the following formulas: the remaining symbols have tna

same meaning as above.

B-14
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CTL
5420 Old Orchard Road, Skokie. Illinois 60077-1030
Phone: 708/965-7500 Fax: 708/965-6541

PETROGRAPHIC SERVICES REPORT

CTL ProjectNo.: 154060 Date: November 11, 1991

Re: Microscopical Examination of Concrete from Mayport Fire Fighting Facility

Six concrete cores, labeled 6 through 11 (Figs. I through 3), were received on September
23, 1991 from Ms. Martha Van Geem, Senior Engineer, CTL. The samples are from the

Mayport Fire Fighting Facility and were submitted on behalf of the Naval Civil Engineering
Laboratory, Port Hueneme, California. Cores 6 and 7 were obtained from the west wall of

the pit fire room in an area reportedly exposed to moderate heat. Cores 8, 9, 10, and 11
were taken from the east wall of the pit fire room in an area reportedly exposed to high

temperature. Petrographic examination of the cores was requested to provide information

related to the quality of the concrete and the depth of fire damage.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of the tests performed, the following findings and conclusions are

presented:

1. The concrete cores consist of siliceous lightweight coarse aggregate (expanded

shale) and quartz sand in a portland cement paste. The paste is moderately hard

and the paste-aggregate bond is tight.

2. Two concretes, one light gray and the other medium gray, are observed in

Cores 7, 9, 10 and 11. The concretes are identical except for water-cement

ratio. The estimated water-cement ratio of the darker concrete is 0.40 to 0.50

and that of the lighter concrete is 0.50 to 0.55. The contact between the

K ii Construction Technology Laboratories, Inc. •S kokle • Los Angeles • SeattleTacoma
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concretes is irregular and approximately parallel to the long axis of the core.

"The light gray concrete is carbonated at the contact suggesting a cold joint. The

two concretes are generally well-bonded.

3. The inside wall end of the cores is slightly blackened (Cores 6, 8, 9, and 10) to

heavily blackened (cores 7 and 11). Carbonation and concomitant softening of

the paste occurs to an average depth of 0.15 in. in Cores 6 and 7, and to a depth

of 0.3 to 0.4 in. in Cores 8 through 11. Deeper carbonation (up to 1 in.) is

observed around lightweight aggregate particles at the inside wall end of the

core, and around cracks.

4. Cracks observed in Cores 7, 10, and 11 are oriented perpendicular to the inside
wall surface, open toward the surface, and generally occur at the contact

between light gray and dark gray concrete. Most cracks do not extend inward

beyond 1 in.; however, a major crack in Core 10 passes through the length of

the core. The crack generally separates the light gray and dark gray concretes

but is observed to pass through several coarse aggregate particles.

5. No evidence of distress is observed in the concrete around the anchor bracket

located in the inside wall end of Core 8. The portion of the anchor embedded in

the concrete is slightly corroded and the ease of removal of the anchor indicates

it is not especially well-bonded to the concrete.

Additional data from the petrographic examination are contained in the attached

forms.

METHODS OF TEST

Petrographic examination of the concrete cores was performed in accordance with ASTM C

856-83, "Standard Practice for Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete." The

cores were cut longitudinally and one portion of each was lapped. Freshly broken surfaces

and lapped surfaces were examined using a stereomicroscope at magnifications up to 45X.

A rectangular block was cut from the inside wall end of each core to a depth of
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approximately 1.8 in., placed on a glass microscope slide with epoxy resin, and reduced to

a thickness of approximately 20 micrometers (0.0008 in.). T'he thin sections were

examined using a polarized-light microscope at magnifications up to 40OX to determine

aggregate and paste mineralogy and microstructure.

L. J. Powers-Couche
Associate Petrographer
Petrographic Services

LJP-cjd
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FIG. I INSIDE WALL SURFACE JTOP) AND SIDE VIEW (13'f170M) OF CORES 6 AND 7 AS

RECEIVED FOR EXAMINATION.
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FIG. 2 INSIDE WALL SURFACE (TOP) AND SIDE VIEW (BOTTOM) OF CORES 8 AND 9 AS

RECEIVED FOR EXAMINATION.
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FIG. INSIDE WALL SURFACE (TOP) AND SIDE V IEW i(BOT7OM) OF CORES 10 AIND I I

AS RECEIVED FOR EXAMINATION.
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FIG. 4 LAPPED, LONGITUDINALLY SAWN SLICE THROUGH THE INSIDE WALL END OF
CORES 6 AND 7. NOTE THE LARGE FOREIGN AGGREGATE IN CORE 6 (ARROW)
AND AGGREGATE DISTRIBUTION. CORE 7 CONSISTS OF A LIGHT GRAY
CONCRETE AND A DARKER GRAY CONCRETE. NOTE THE IRREGULAR
BOUNDARY.
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FIG. 5 LAPPED, LONGITUDINALLY SAWN SLICE OF THE INSIDE WALL END OF CORE
10. THE LIGHT GRAY CONCRETE IS CARBONATED NEAR THE CONTACT WITH
THE DARKER CONCRETE (ARROW) AND A CRACK OR GAP OCCURS FROM THE
REBAR TO THE INSIDE WALL SURFACE.
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PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF HARDENED CONCRETE, ASTM C 856

CIL PROJECTVO. 154060 DATE: November 11. 1991

CLIENT: Naval Civil Engineering Lab PROBLEM: Quality Evaluation

STRUCTURE: Wall EXAMINED BY: L. Powers-Couche

LOCATION: Mayport Fire Fighting Facility
Page 1 of 8'

Identification: #6 West Wall ( 5 ft from floor).

Dimensions: Diameter = 3.8 in.; length = 10.0 in.

Inside Wall: Dark gray, striated surface.

Outside Wall: Smooth, painted surface.

Cracks, Joints, Large Voids: Several irregularly-shaped entrapped air voids up to 0.4 in. diameter are obscr>,d hu:
large voids are generally rare.

Reinforcement: None observed.

AGGREGATES (A)

Coarse (C): Expanded shale.

Fine (F): Quartz sand.

Gradation & Top Size: Evenly graded to a top size of 0.45 in. A single I in.-diameter limestone fragment is
observed in the sliced core.

Shape & Distribution: CA is subrounded to subangular, equidimensional to slightly elongate and somewhat
nonuniformly distributed. FA is subrounded to subangular, mostly equidimensional, and uniformly distributed.

Color: Medium gray.

Hardness: Moderately hard.

Luster: Subvitreous.

Calcium Hydroxide*: 6 to 8% uniformly distributed, small crystals and coarser crystals of calcium hydroxide near
aggregates and voids.

Unbydrated Portland Cement Clinker Particles (UPC's)*: 10 to 15% uniformly distributed UPC's and

Depth of Carbonation: 0.15 in. average but penetrating up to 0.5 in. around porous aggregates.

Air Content: I to 2% uniformly distributed, small, spherical voids and little entrapped air.

Fly Ash*: None observed.

Paste-Aggregate Bond: Tight. The concrete breaks across the coarse aggregate particles.

Secondary Deposits: A small amount of calcium hydroxide lines voids.

Microcracking: No significant microcracks observed.

*percent by volume of paste

ESTIMATED WATER-CEMENT RATIO: 0.40 to 0.45.
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PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF HARDENED CONCRETE, ASTM C 856

C1L PROJECf %O 154060 DATE: November 11. 1991

CLIEN,7: Na',al Cizl Engineering Lab PROBLEM: Quality Evaluatmon

SIRUCTURE: Wall EXAMINED BY: L. Powt:rs-Couchc

LOCATION Mayport Fire Fighting Facility
Page 2 of S

SAMP~LE:
Identification: #7 West Wall (3 ft from ceiling).

Dimensions: Diameter = 3.8 in.; length = 10.0 in.

Inside Wall: Blackened, abraded surface. A portion of the surface has a thin mortar coating.

Outside Wall: Somewhat rough, painted surface..

Cracks, Joints, Large Voids: A small number of irregularly-shaped voids up to 0 25 in. diameter are obser,- x
One sizeable void occurs adjacent to rebar.

Reinforcement: No. 5 rebar is located 1.5 in. from the inside wall surface, and 2.3 in. from outside wall surfacc

AGGREGATES (A)

Coarse (C): Expanded shale.

Fine (F): Quartz and quartzite.

Gradation & Top Size: Evenly graded to a top size of 0.45 in.

Shape & Distribution: CA is subrounded to angular, equidimensional to slightly elongate, and generally evenly
distributed. FA is subrounded to subangular. equidimensional, and uniformly distributed.

PASTE

Color: Medium to pale gray.

Hardness: Moderately hard.

Luster: Subvitreous.

Calcium Hydroxide*: 7 to 10% uniformly distributed, small crystals in paste, and patches adjacent to aggregates.

Unhydrated Portland Cement Clinker Particles (UPC's)*: 12 to 15% UPC's and reli.., are uniformly
distributed in the medium gray paste. The pale gray paste contains 10 to 12% uniformly distributed UPC's and relics.

Depth of Carbonation: The average depth of carbonation and buff pdste color is 0.15 in. The maximum depth ot
carbonation, I in., occurs in the darker concrete where a crack 1.5 in. long separates the two concretes..

Air Content: 1 to 2% uniformly distributed, small, spherical air voids.

Fly Ash*: None observed.

Paste-Aggregate Bond: Generally tight. The concrete breaks through aggregate particles.

Secondary Deposits: A small amount of calcium hydroxide lines voids.

Microcracking: Long. narrow microcracks are observed parallel to the junction of the two concretes. A A:der CTrack
(0.25 mm) forms part of the boundary between the coacretes.

*percent by volume of paste

ESTIMATED WATER-CEMENT RATIO: 0.48 to 055. vwith the medium gray concrete having the lower water ce.-:-'
ratio.
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PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF HARDENED CONCRETE, ASTM C 856

CIL PROJWC7 N.0 154064) DATE: November 11. 1991

('LIEN'T: Na% al C.,, i Engineering Lab PROBLEM: Quality Evaluation

.TRUCI'URE: Wall EXAMINED BY: L. PowCers-C ,ichc

LOCCATION Maport Fire Fighting Facility
Page 3 ,fs

Identification: #8 East Wall Center (at anchor bracket)

Dimensions: Diameter = 3.8 in.; length = 10.3 in.

Inside Wall: Somewhat rough, blackened surface with projecting anchor. The surface has a thin mortar coating

Outside Wall: Smooth, painted surface with a large rough patch of mortar.

Cracks, Joints, Large Voids: None observed.

Reinforcement: Anchor bracket projects from inside wall surface.

AQGCREGATES (A)

Coarse (C): Expanded shale.

Fine (F): Quartz sand.

Gradation & Top Size: Evenly graded to a top size of 0.5 in,

Shape & Distribution: CA is subrounded to subangular, equidimensional to slightly elongate and somewhat
nonuniformly distributed. FA is subrounded to subangular, mostly equidimensional, and uniformly distributed.

Color: Medium gray.

Hardness: Moderately hard.

Luster: Subvitreous.

Calcium Hydroxide*: 7 to 10% uniformly distributed, small crystals, coarse patches, and partial fringes on
aggregates.

L:nhydrated Portland Cement Clinker Particles (UPC's)*: 10 to 15% uniformly distributed UPC's and r,:

Depth of Carbonation: Average depth is 0.3 in..

Air Content: I to 2% nonuniformly distributed, small, spherical air voids and small amount of entrapped air. V

are somewhat clustered.

Fly Ash*: None observed.

Paste-Aggregate Bond: Tight. The concrete breaks across the coarse aggregate particles.

Secondary Deposits: A small amount of ettringite lines voids.

Mkcrocracklng: No significant microcracks are observed.

*percent by volume of paste

ESTIMATED WATER-CEMENT RATIO: 0.45 to 0.50.

,N1 ISCELNQ_.: The steel anchor is 3.25 in. long. No deterioration is observed on the inner wall surface

the steel is somewhat corroded within the concrete and the bond between the anchor and the concrete is not esp...
strong.
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PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF HARDENED CONCRETE, ASTM C 856

(7L PROJECT VO.: 154060 DATE: November 1I, 1991

CLIENT: Naval Civil Engineering Lab PROBLEM: Quality Evaluation

STRUCTURE: Wall EXAMINED BY: L. Powers-Couche

LOCATION: Mayport Fire Fighting Facility
Page 4 of 8

Identification: #9 East Wall Center (to right of 8).

Dimensions: Diameter = 3.8 in.; length = 10.6 in.

Inside Wall: Somewhat rough, blackened surface.

Outside Wall: Generally smooth, painted surface.

Cracks, Joints, Large Voids: The core intersected what appeared to be a cold joint, or construction artifact,
between medium gray concrete and pale gray to buff concrete. Some of the latter is underconsolidated, especially from
the outside wall rebar to within 0.5 in. of the inside wall surface. Wood fragments are incorporated in the concrete near
the inside wall surface at the contact between the two concretes..

Reinforcement: No. 5 rebar is 2.9 in. from outside wall surface.

AGGREGATES (A)

Coarse (C): Expanded shale.

Fine (F): Quartz and quartzite.

Gradation & Top Size: Evenly graded to a top size of 0.45 in.

Shape & Distribution: CA is subrourided to subangular. equidimensional to slightly elongate, and generally e~cnly
distributed. FA is subrounded to subangular, equidimensional. and uniformly distributed.

Color: Medium gray. Only a small portion of the light gray concrete was intersected.

Hardness: Moderately hard.

Luster: Subvitreous.

Calcium Hydroxide*: 6 to 8% uniformly distributed small crystals and coarse patches.

Urhydrated Portland Cement Clinker Particles (UPC's)*: 10 to 15% uniformly distributed UPC's and relics.

Depth of Carbonation: Up to 1.0 in the underconsolidated concrete; average depth of carbonation in the medium
gray concrete is 0.5 in. from the inside wall.

Air Content: I to 2% uniformly distributed, small, spherical air voids.

Fly Asb*: None observed.

Paste-Aggregate Bond. Generally tight. The concrete breaks through aggregate particles.

Secondary Deposits. A small amount of calcium hydroxide lines voids.

Microcracking: No significant microcracking is observed.

*percent by volume of paste
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Page 5 ,.

FISTIAIV17ED %,rTER-CEFI-NT RATIO: 0.45 to 0.50.

\IISCELL-,NF(OS: The paste is carbonated around coarse aggregate particles near the inside wall.
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PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF HARDENED CONCRETE, ASTM C 856

CIL PROJEC.FI-. O. 154060 DATE: November 11, 1991

CLIEVI7: Naval Civil Engineering Lab PROBLEM: Quality Evaluation

STRUCTURE: Wall EXAMINED BY: L. Pou~ers-Couche

LOCATION: Ma~port Fire Fighting Facility
Page 6 of S

SAMPLE:

Identification: #10 East Wall Center (12 ft).

Dimensions: Diameter = 3.8 in.; length = 10.2 in.

Inside Wall: Rough, abraded, blackened surface with a thin mortar topping.

Outside Wall: Smooth, painted surface.

Cracks, Joints, Large Voids: Crack trace 0.016 in. wide on top surface occurs at the boundary of a light gray and a
medium gray concrete, presumably, representing different placements. The crack runs the length of the core and the
lighter concrete is carbonated within 0.1 in. of the contact. The darker concrete is slightly carbonated. The crack passes
through coarse aggregates..

Reinforcement: No. 5 rebar is located 2.0 in. from the inside wall surface.

AGGREGATES (A)

Coarse (C): Expanded shale.

Fine (F): Quartz and quartzite.

Gradation & Top Size: Evenly graded to a top size of 0.5 in.

Shape & Distribution: CA and FA are subrounded to subangular, equidimensional to slightly elongate, and generalh
uniformly distributed.

PASTE

Color: Medium gray to light gray.

Hardness: Moderately hard.

Luster: Subvitreous.

Calcium Hydroxide*: 7 to 10% nonuniformly distributed calcium hydroxide in the medium gray concrete occurs in
patches. 10 to 12% calcium hydroxide in the light gray concrete occurs as nonuniformly distributed bladed crystals.
patches, and partial fringes on aggregate particles.

Unhydrated Portland Cement Clinker Particles (UPC's)*: 10 to 15% nonuniformly distributed UPC's and
relics.

Depth of Carbonation: 0.3 in. from inside wall surface. 0.1 in. carbonation at boundary of light gray concrete c: :
medium gray concrete.

Air Content: 2 to 4% small, spherical, somewhat clustered air voids.

Fly Ash*: None observed.

Paste-Aggregate Bond: Tight. The concrete breaks across the aggregate particles.

Secondary Deposits: Ettringite needles line or fill voids in both the light gray and medium gray concrete. A

amount of coarse, tabular cdcium hydroxide partially fills voids.

Microcracking: Microcracks in the inside wall portion of the concrete occur in the outer 0.1 in. and are pan.
wall surface.

*percent by volume of paste
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-PTIMN rED •,,TER-CENENT R \TIOT 10 .45 to 0).50 medium gray concrete; 0.50 to 0.55 light gray concrete

MISCELLANEOUS: On the inside wall end of the core, the paste is leached of calcium hydroxide from the surface :n". rJ!
to 0.5 in.
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PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF HARDENED CONCRETE, ASTM C 856

CIL PRO(JECT.VO 154060 DATE: November 11, 1991

CLIE.VF: Naval Ci% il Engineering Lab PROBLEM: Quality Evaluation

STRUCTURE: Wall EXAMINED BY: L. Powers-Couche

LOCAJION. Mayport Fire Fighting Facility
Page 8 of 8

Identification: #11 East Wall Center (top).

Dimensions: Diameter = 3.8 in.; length = 10.2 in.

Inside Wall: Somewhat rough, blackened surface with a dark gray mortar topping up to 0.2 in. thick.

Outside Wall: Somewhat rough, painted surface. A thin mortar coating covers a portion of the outside wall surface.

Cracks, Joints, Large Voids: The core intersected an area of medium gray concrete near the inside wall end of the
core. The concrete contains oval entrapped air voids up to 0.4 in. diameter.

Reinforcement: No. 5 rebar is located 2.1 in. from outside wall surface.

AGGREGATES (A)

Coarse (C): Expanded shale.

Fine (F): Quartz sand.

Gradation & Top Size: Evenly graded to a top size of 0.45 in.

Shape & Distribution: CA is subrounded to subangular, equidimensional to slightly elongate, and somewhat
nonuniformly distributed. FA is subrounded to subangular, mostly equidimensional, and uniformly distributed.

PASTE
Color: Small area of medium gray paste. Bulk of sample is pale gray.

Hardness: Moderately hard.

Luster: Subvitreous to dull.

Calcium Hydroxide*: 8 to 12% nonuniformly distributed calcium hydroxide occurs as small crystals and coarse
patches in the paste, and partial fringes around aggregate particles.

Unhydrated Portland Cement Clinker Particles (UPC's)*: 10 to 15% nonuniformly distributed UPC's and
relics.

Depth of Carbonation: 0.1 to 0.4 in. soft, buff, carbonated paste.

Air Content: I to 2% generally uniformly distributed, small, spherical air voids.

Fly Ash*: None observed.

Paste-Aggregate Bond: Tight.

Secondary Deposits: Ettringite needles and calcium hydroxide blades line or fill most voids.

Microcracking: Cracks occurring in the inner 0.2 in. (inside wall) are generally parallel to the surface. A fevk
perpendicular cracks in the inside wall end of the core pass through aggregates and are typically limited to a depth
0.25 in.

*percent by volume of paste

ESTIMATED WATER-CEMENT RATIO: 0.50 to 0.55.

MISCELLANEOUS: A gap occurs between the mortar topping and the concrete.
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Appendix C

RECOMMENDED SPECIFICATION CHANGES FOR HEAT RESISTANT
CONCRETE TO BE USED IN FIREFIGHTING FACILITIES

1.0 MATERIALS

1.1 Cement

Use ASTM C 150 or ASTM C 595. Follow ACI 225R-85 to select a cement to use.

1.2 Water

Fresh, clean, and potable.

1.3 Aggregates

All aggregates to be used in a specific mix design shall meet the following criteria:

a. Both coarse and fine aggregate shall be:

(1) Manufactured from the same original material and therefore of the same physical
and chemical composition. The only difference shall be the agg-egate size.

(2) Classified as structural lightweight aggregate as defined in ACI 213R-87,

Figure 1.4. The following are example candidate aggregates for use in mix designs:

Aggregate Source (example)

Arkalite Arkansas Lightweight Aggregate
Corporation
P.O. Box 1567-Highway 147
West Memphis, AK 72303

Solite Solite Corporation
Box 27211
Richmond, VA 23261

(3) Shall not contain any foreign material that may have a deleterious effect on the
finished concrete.

(4) Maximum coarse aggregate size shall not be greater than 3/8 inch.
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1.3.1 Fine Lightweight Aggregate

a. Fine lightweight aggregate shall be identical in chemical composition as the coarse
aggregate and shall have been manufactured specifically for use in structural lightweight
concrete. The only difference is the size of the particles.

b. The gradation shall be proper with 85 to 100 percent passing the Number 4 sieve.

c. Deleterious substances (e.g., foreign material and dust particles) shall not be included.

d. Meets all other requirements of ASTM C 330.

1.3.2 Coarse Lightweight Aggregate

a. The coarse lightweight aggregate shall be identical in chemical composition as the fine
aggregate to be used and shall have been manufactured specifically for use in structural light-
weight concrete. The only difference is the size of the particles.

b. The gradation shall be proper and the maximum coarse aggregate size shall be no
greater than 3/8 inch, preferably less.

c. Deleterious substances (e.g., foreign material and dust particles) shall not be included.

d. Meets all other requirements of ASTM C 330.

1.4 Admixtures

See ACI 212. 1R and ACI 212.2R for guidance on the use of admixtures.

2.0 CONCRETE MIX DESIGN

2.1 Procedure

a. Mix design shall be conducted in accordance with ACI 211.2-81. Both coarse and
fine aggregate shall be classified as lightweight such that the resulting concrete qualifies as "all
lightweight."

b. Conduct mix design on candidate aggregates and test properties.

2.2 Properties

a. Concrete shall conform to the following:

Unit Weight: less than 120 pcf (preferably 90 to 100 pef).

Minimum Compressive Strength: 8,000 psi.
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Minimum Flexural Strength at 28 days: 650 psi.

Minimum Tensile Strength at 28 days: 460 psi.

Maximum Aggregate Size: 3/8 inch.

Slump: Use the lowest value in which placing, consolidating,
and finishing can be satisfactorily achieved. Maximum
slump should be limited to less than 4 inches.
(Caution: Excessive slump will result in coarse
aggregate segregating up to the surface.)

Entrained Air Content: 5 to 9 percent (by volume).

Water-Cement Ratio: Less than 0.4. Evaluate each mix design by assessing cement
content and slump.

Cement Content: To be determined through mix designs.
Suggested initial trial cement content: 8 to 10 sacks/yd 3

(725 to 940 lb/yd).

b. Optimum Thermal Properties:

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion: 3 to 4 ppm/OF (or less).

Specific Heat: 0.009 Btu/(in. 3. OF) at OOF (or less).
0.013 Btu/(in. 3. OF) at 400°F (or less).

Conductivity: 0.025 Btu. in./h. (in. 2 . OF) (or more).

2.3 Mix Design Selection Criteria

a. The mix design that has the lowest values of coefficient of thermal expansion, unit
weight, and specific heat and the highest value of conductivity will provide the highest resistance
of thermal fatigue.

b. Selection Procedure:

(1) Rank mix designs according to desired thermal properties.
(Note that conductivity is ranked in the inverse order as the other
three parameters.)

(2) Assign weighting values as follows:

2 each for coefficient of thermal expansion and unit weight.

1 each for specific heat and conductivity.
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(3) Multiply the weighting factor times the rank and sum the results
for each mix design.

(4) Select the mix design that has the lowest score.
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COMCBLANT / CODE S3T, NORFOLK, VA
COMDT COGUARD / G-ECV, WASHINGTON, DC
COMFLEACT / PWO, FPO AP; SCE, FPO AP
COMNAVACT / G.T. CLIFFORD, LONDON, UK, FPO AE; PWO, LONDON, UK, FPO AE
COMNAVLOGPAC / CODE 4318, PEARL HARBOR, HI
COMNAVSURF / CODE N42A, NORFOLK, VA
COMSUBPAC / CODE 541, SCE, PEARL HARBOR, HI
CORNELL UNIV / CIVIL & ENVIRON ENGRG, ITHACA, NY; LIB, ITHACA, NY
DEPT OF STATE / FOREIGN BLDGS OPS, BDE-ESB, ARLINGTON, VA
DFSC / F, ALEXANDRIA, VA
DIA / DB-6EI, WASHINGTON, DC; OGA-4B2, WASHINGTON, DC; VP-TPO,

WASHINGTON, DC
DOD / EXPLOS SAFETY BRD, ALEXANDRIA, VA
DTRCEN / CODE 172, BETHESDA, MD; CODE 1760, BETHESDA, MD; CODE 284,

ANNAPOLIS, MD; CODE 4111, BETHESDA, MD; CODE 4120, ANNAPOLIS, MD; CODE
42, BETHESDA, MD

FCTC / LANT, CODE 182, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA; LANT, PWO, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA
FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIV / OCEAN ENGRG DEPT (MARTIN), BOCA RATON, FL; OCEAN

ENGRG DEPT (MCALLISTER), BOCA RATON, FL; OCEAN ENGRG DEPT (SU), BOCA
RATON, FL

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIV / ENGRG & APP SCI SCHL (FOX), WASHINGTON, DC
GEORGIA INST OF TECH / CE SCHL (KAHN), ATLANTA, GA; CE SCHL (SWANGER),

ATLANTA, GA; CE SCHL (ZURUCK), ATLANTA, GA
GERWICK, BEN / SAN FRANCISCO, CA
HAYNES & ASSO( / H. HAYNES, PE, OAKLAND, CA
JOHN HOPKINS UNIV / CE DEPT, JONES, BALTIMORE, MD
LANTNAVFACENGCOM / CODE 403, NORFOLK, VA



MARCORBASE / CODE 405, CAMP LEJEUNE, NC
MCRDAC / AROICC, QUANTICO, VA
MICHIGAN TECH UNIV / CO DEPT (HAAS), HOUGHTON, MI
NAS / CODE 421, SAN DIEGO, CA; DIR, ENGRG DIV, PWD, KEFLAVIK, ICELAND,

FPO AE; MIRAMAR, SAN DIEGO, CA; MIRAMAR, PWO, SAN DIEGO, CA; PWD MAINT
DIV, NEW ORLEANS, LA; PWO, MOFFETT FIELD, CA; PWO, WILLOW GROVE, PA;
PWO, KEY WEST, FL; PWO, MERIDIAN, MS; PWO, CECIL FIELD, FL; PWO,
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX; PWO, SIGONELLA, ITALY, FPO AE; SCE, FPO AP; SCE,
NORFOLK, VA; WHIDBEY IS, PW-2, OAK HARBOR, WA; WHIDBEY IS, PWE, OAK
HARBOR, WA; WHITING FLD, PWO, MILTON, FL

NAS ADAK / CODE 114, FPO AP
NAS MEMPHIS / CODE N-81, MILLINGTON, TN
NAS NPWC / CODE 102 (J. ARESTO), SAN DIEGO, CA
NATL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES / BRB, (SMEALLIE), WASHINGTON, DC
NAVAIRDEVCEN / CODE 832, WARMINSTER, PA
NAVAVNDEPOT / CODE 61000, PENSACOLA, FL; CODE 640, PENSACOLA, FL; SCE,

NORFOLK, VA
NAVCOASTSYSCEN / CO, PANAMA CITY, FL; CODE 423, PANAMA CITY, FL; PWO

(CODE 740), PANAMA CITY, FL
NAVEODTECHCEN / TECH LIB, INDIAN HEAD, MD
NAVFAC / PWO (CODE 50), BRAWDY WALES, UK, FPO AE; PWO, OAK HARBOR, WA
NAVFACENGCOM / CODE 04AID, ALEXANDRIA, VA; CODE 04A3. ALEXANDRIA, VA;

CODE 04A3C, ALEXANDRIA, VA; CODE 04B3, ALEXANDRIA, VA; CODE 051A,
ALEXANDRIA, VA; CODE 07, ALEXANDRIA, VA; CODE 07ti (BENDER),
ALEXANDRIA, VA; CODE 1002B, ALEXANDRIA, VA; CODE 163, ALEXANDRIA, VA;
CODE DS02, ALEXANDRIA, VA

NAVFACENGCOM CHESDIV / CODE 112.1, WASHINGTON, DC; CODE 402 (FRANCIS),
WASHINGTON, DC; CODE 407, WASHINGTON, DC; YACHNIS, WASHINGTON, DC

NAVFACENGCOM CONTRACTS / NORTH BAY, CODE 1042, VALLEJO, CA; ROICC (CODE
495), PORTSMOUTH, VA; ROICC, CRANE, IN; SASEBO, FPO AP

NAVINVSERVREGO / NORFOLK, VA
NAVMAG / SCE, FPO AP
NAVPGSCOL I PWO, MONTEREY, CA
NAVPHIBASE / PWO, NORFOLK, VA; SCE, SAN DIEGO, CA
NAVSCOLCECOFF / CODE C35, PORT HUENEME, CA
NAVSHIPREFAC / LIB, FPO AP
NAVSHIPREPFAC / SCE, FPO AP
NAVSHIPYD / CO, PHILADELPHIA, PA; CODE 134, PEARL HARBOR, HI; CODE

244.13, LONG BEACH, CA; CODE 308.3, PEARL HARBOR, HI; CODE 380,
PORTSMOUTH, VA; CODE 440, PORTSMOUTH, VA; CODE 441, PORTSMOUTH, NH;
CODE 450.4, CHARLESTON, SC; MARE IS, CODE 106.4, VALLEJO, CA; MARE IS,
CODE 202.13, VALLEJO, CA; MARE IS, CODE 280, VALLEJO, CA; MARE IS,
CODE 401, VALLEJO, CA; MARE IS, CODE 421, VALLEJO, CA; MARE IS, CODE
440, VALLEJO, CA; MARE IS, CODE 457, VALLEJO, CA; MARE IS, PWO,
VALLEJO, CA; TECH LIB, PORTSMOUTH, NH

NAVSTA / CO, LONG BEACH, CA; CO, BROOKLYN, NY; CODE 423, NORFOLK, VA;
CODE N4214, MAYPORT, FL; DESIGN SEC, BROOKLYN, NY; DIR, ENGR DIV, PWD,
GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA, FPO AE; ENGRG DIR, PWD, ROTA, SPAIN, FPO AE;
PWO, MAYPORT, FL; PWO, GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA, FPO AE; PWO, ROTA, SPAIN,
FPO AE

NAVSTA PANAMA CANAL / CODE 54, FPO AA
NAVSUPPACT / PWO, NAPLES, ITALY, FPC AE



NAVSWC / DET, WHITE OAK LAB, PWO, SILVER SPRING, MD; PWO, DAHLGREN, VA
NAVTRASTA / PWO, ORLANDO, FL; CODE 092, CONCORD, CA; CODE 092B (HUNT),

YORKTOWN, VA; CODE 093, YORKTOWN, VA; CODE 104, CHARLESTON, SC; PWO,
YORKTOWN, VA

NAVWPNSTA EARLE / CODE 092, COLTS NECK, NJ; PWD (LENGYEL), COLTS NECK, NJ
NAWS / CODE C64, POINT MUGU, CA
NBS / BLDG MAT DIV, MATHEY, GAITHERSBURG, MD
NCBC / CODE 10, DAVISVILLE, RI
NEESA / CODE 1lIE (MCCLAINE), PORT HUENEME, CA; CODE 1IIE3, PORT

HUENEME, CA
NETPMSA / TECH LIB, PENSACOLA, FL
NEW ZEALAND CONCRETE RSCH ASSN / LIB, PORIRUA
NIST / BLDG TECH, MCKNIGHT, GAITHERSBURG, MD
NOAA / JOSEPH VADUS, ROCKVILLE, MD; LIB, ROCKVILLE, MD
NORTHNAVFACENGCOM / CO, LESTER, PA; CO, LESTER, PA; CO, LESTER, PA; CODE

Ill, LESTER, PA; CODE 164, LESTER, PA; CODE 202.2, LESTER, PA
NPWC / CODE 310, PENSACOLA, FL
NRL / CODE 2530.1, WASHINGTON, DC
NSC / SCE, NORFOLK, VA; SCE, PEARL HARBOR, HI; SCE, CHARLESTON, SC
NTC / CBU-401, GREAT LAKES, IL
NUSC DET / LIB, NEWPORT, RI; PWO, NEW LONDON, CT
NWSTAT / ROICC, COLTS NECK, NJ
OCNR / CODE 1121 (EA SILVA), ARLINGTON, VA; CODE 1234, ARLINGTON, VA
OFFICE OF SEC OF DEFENSE / OASD (P&L)E, WASHINGTON, DC
OICC / ENGR AND CONST DEPT, APO AE
OREGON STATE UNIV / CE DEPT (HICKS), CORVALLIS, OR
PACNAVFACENGCOM / CODE 102, PEARL HARBOR, HI; CODE 2011, PEARL HARBOR,

HI
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOC / AE FIORATO, SKOKIE, II.
PURDUE UNIV / CE SCOL (CHEN), WEST LAFAYETTE, IN
PWC / ACE OFFICE, NORFOLK, VA; CO, OAKLAND, CA; CODE 101, GREAT LAKES,

IL; CODE 101.5, FPO AP; CODE 102, OAKLAND, CA; CODE 123C, SAN DIEGO,
CA; CODE 420, OAKLAND, CA; CODE 421 (KAYA), PEARL HARBOR, HI; CODE 421
(REYNOLDS), SAN DIEGO, CA; CODE 421, NORFOLK, VA; CODE 422, SAN DIEGO,
CA; CODE 423, SAN DIEGO, CA; CODE 430 (KYI), PEARL HARBOR, HI; CODE
500, SAN DIEGO, CA; CODE 505A, OAKLAND, CA; CODE 590, SAN DIEGO, CA;
CODE 600, GREAT LAKES, IL; CODE 612, PEARL HARBOR, HI; CODE 700, SAN
DIEGO, CA

SOUTHNAVFACENGCOM / CODE 04A, CHARLESTON, SC; CODE 0525, CHARLESTON, SC;
CODE 102B, CHARLESTON, SC; CODE 102H, CHARLESTON, SC; CODE 1622,
CHARLESTON, SC; CODE 4023, CHARLESTON, SC; CODE 405, CHARLESTON, SC

SOWESTNAVFACENGCOM / LANGSTRAAT, SAN DIEGO, CA
STATE UNIV OF NEW YORK / CE DEPT, BUFFALO, NY
SUBASE / PWO (CODE 8323), BREMERTON, WA
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION / K WILLINGER, WASHINGTON, DC
UNIV OF CALIFORNIA / CE DEPT (FOURNEY), LOS ANGELES, CA; CE DEPT

(TAYLOR), DAVIS, CA
UNIV OF ILLINOIS / METZ REF RM, URBANA, IL
UNIV OF MARYLAND / CE DEPT, COLLEGE PARK, MD; CE DEPT (RICHART), ANN

ARBOR, MI
UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND / CE DEPT (KARAMANLIDIS), KINGSTON, RI; CE DEPT

(LEE), KINGSTON, RI
UNIV OF TEXAS / CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY INST, AUSTIN, TX



WESTNAVFACENGCOM / CODE 407, SAN BRUNO, CA; CODE 09A/20, SAN BRUNO, CA;
CODE 09B, SAN BRUNO, CA; CODE 102, SAN BRUNO, CA; CODE 162, SAN BRUNO,
CA; CODE 403.2 (KELLY), SAN BRUNO, CA; CODE 404.2 (JEUNG), SAN BRUNO,
CA; PAC NW BR OFFC, CODE C/42, SILVERDALE, WA; ROICC, SILVERDALE, WA;
VALDEMORO, SAN BRUNO, CA



DISTRIBUTION QUESTIONNAIRE

The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory Is revising its primary distribution lists.

SUBJECT CATEGORIES

1 SHORE FACUMTIE.S 3D Alternate energy source (geothermal power, photovoltaic
IA Construction methods and ,naeriais (including corrosion power systems, solar systems, wind systems, energy

control, coatings) storage systems)
1B Waterfront structures (mainteranceadeterioration control) 3E Site data and systems inteo. "'ion (energy renource data,
IC Utilities (including power conditioning) Integrating energy systerm-,
1 D Explosives safety 3F EMCS design
1 E Aviation Engineering Test Facilities 4 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
1F Fire prevention and control 4A Solid waste management
1 G Antenna technology 4B Hazardousftoxic materials management
1 H Structural analysis and design (lncludýng numerical and 4C Waterwaste management and sanitary engineenng

computer techniques) 40 01 pollution removal and recovery
1. Protective construction (including hardened shelters, shock 4E Ar pollution

and vibration studies) 4F Noise abatement
1 K Soillrock mechanics 5 OCEAN ENGINEERING
1L Airfields and pavements 5A Seafloor soils and k.ndatlions
IM Physical security 5B Seafloor construction systems and operations (including
2 ADVANCED BASE AND AMPHIBIOUS FACILITIES diver and manipulator toots)
2A Base facilities (including shelters, power generation, water 5C Undersea structures and materials

supplies) 5D Anchors and moorings
28 Expedient roads/airfields/bridges 5E Undersea power systems, electromechanical cables. and
2C Over-the-beach operations (including breakwaters, wave connectors

forces) 5 ' Pressure vessel facilities
2D POL storage, transfer, and distribution 5G Physical environment (including site surveying)
2E Polar engineering 5H Ocean-based concrete structures
3 ENERGY/POWER GENERATION 5J Hyperbaric chambers
3A Thermal conservation (thermal engineering of buildings, 5K Undersea cable dynamics

HVAC systems, energy loss measurement, power ARMY FEAP
generation) BDG Shore Facilities

3B Controls and electrical conservation (electrical systems, NRG Energy
energy monitoring and control systeis) ENV Environmental/Natutal Responses

3C Fuel flexibility (liquid fuels, coal utilization, energy from solid MGT Management
waste) PRR Pavements/Railroads

TYPES OF DOCUMENTS

D - Techdata Sheets; R - Technical Reports and Technical Notes; G - NCEL Guides and Abstracts: I - index to TCS; U - User
Guides; 0 None - remove my name

Old Address: New Address:

Telephone No.: Telephone No.:



INSTRUCTIONS

The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory has revised its primary disr o lists. To help us verify
our records and update our data base, please do the following:

"* Add - crde number on list

"* Remove my name from all your lists - check box on list.

"* Change my address - line out incorrect line and write in correction
(DO NOT REMOVE LABEL).

* Number of copies should be entered after the title of the sutject categories
you select.

* Are we sending you the correct type of document? Ii not, circle the type(s) of
document(s) you want to receive listed on the back of this card.

Fold on line, staple, and drop in mail.
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NCEL DOCUMENT EVALUATION

You are number one with us; how do we rate wth you?

We at NCEL want to provide you our customer the best possible reports but we need your help. Therefore, I ask you
to please take the time from your busy schedule to fill out this questionnaire. Your response will assist us in providing
the best reports possible for our users. I wish to thank you in advance for your assistance. I assure you that the
information you provide will help us to be more responsive to your future needs.

R. N. STORER. Ph.D, P.E.Technical Director

DOCUMENT NO. TITLE OF DOCUMENT:

Date: Respondent Organization:

Name: Activity Code:
Phone: Grade/Rank:

Category (please check):

Sponsor - User Proponent - Other (Specif)

Please answer on your behalf only; not on your organization's. Please check (use an X) only the block that most closely
describes your attitude or feeling toward that statement:

SA Strongly Agree A Agree 0 Neutral D Disagree SD Strongly Disagree

SA A N D SD SA A N D SD

1. The technical quality of the report () () () () () 6. The conclusions and recommenda- () () () () U
is comparable to most of my other tions are clear and directly sup-
sources of technical information, ported by the contents of the

report.
2. The report will make significant () () () () ()

improvements in the cost and or 7. The graphics, tables, and photo- () () () U U
performance of my operation. graphs are well done.

3. The report acknowledges related () () () () ()
work accomplished by others. Do you wish to continue getting I

4. The report is well formatted. E M )I( (po(us(YES NO
Please add any comments (e.g., in what ways can we

5. The report is clearly written. () () () () () improve the quality of our reports?) on the back of ibis
form.
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